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Academic Freedom at Risk

The Occasional Worldliness ofScholarly Texts

NADIA ABU EL-HAJ

It was August 2007, following two institutional votes in favor of my tenure,

when a petition turned up online: “Deny Nadia Abu El-Haj Tenure.” The

petition was posted on petitiononhne.com, and by the end of the month ap¬
proximately 1,900 people had signed it. Presumably initiated by a Barnard

College graduate and West Bank settler, the petition placed my tenure case in

the public domain. Over the next several months the Jewish Weekly , the Bos¬

ton Globe, the Jewish Forward, the Nation, and the New York Times, among

other publications, printed articles or op-eds about the so-called controversy.

There was one vote left—that of Columbia University’s Ad-Hoc Commit¬

tee on Tenure. As I elaborate in what follows, this public brouhaha was but

one instance of a broad political attack aimed at the U.S. academy (and its

teaching of Palestine and the Middle East) at the time: Was I yet another

instance of rampant anti-Semitism masking itself as anti-Israel critique in

U.S. universities? Had the U.S. academy become such a bastion of liberal¬

ism that it was out of touch with the country as a whole ? Should the public
have any say in adjudicating tenure cases inside the academy? Was the peti¬

tion legitimate?

In this essay I think about how and why my first book became an object of

public controversy. An academic book that had its origins in a PhD disserta¬

tion, it was not written for the public at large. Based on archival and ethno¬

graphic research, Facts on the Ground (2001) is an anthropological study of

the practices of biblical and Israeli archaeology in Palestine and Israel from

the late nineteenth century through the post-1967 period. It traces the emer¬

gence of a specific historical imaginary, embodied in archaeological remains



and architectural designs, through which Israel’s founding was produced as

the accomplishment of a nation “returning home.” The book analyzes one

domain of practice—scientific, cultural, political—through which a project
of settler nationhood effaced the very colonial foundations on which it was

built: that is
,

the expulsion of Palestine’s already existing population and the

erasure of alternative histories of the land.

This essay unfolds in five parts. First, I sketch the book’s argument. Sec¬

ond, I give an account of the campaign against my tenure b
y placing criticisms

ofmy work within the larger context of the culture wars that have rocked the

U.S. academy at different times and in different ways since the 1980s. Third, I

consider the broader conditions of possibility within which attacks on aca¬

demics writing on the Middle East in general and on Palestine in particular

emerged as particularly powerful within U.S. society in the post-9/11 period.

And fourth, I take my discussion into the present and discuss current campaigns

to silence critical speech about the Israeli state on U.S. college campuses. In so

doing I trace the emergence of specific tactics as they have shifted over the

past decade or more, and I consider their wider resonance and effects. In my

conclusion I return to the question of authorship, the public domain, and the

worldliness of a scholarly text.

More generally this essay considers the public life of a specific anthropo¬

logical text in order to address a broader set of questions about scholarship,
academic freedom, and free speech in the context of American society over

the past decade or more. Specific to the topic of public ethnography, I ask:

What difference might it make that the book is an anthropology of Israel?

On what forms of evidence and authority are anthropological texts under¬

stood to rest, and what kinds of problems might those foundations pose for

our credibility in the public domain? Even more generally, in this essay I

think anthropologically—albeit not ethnographically—about the condi¬

tions of possibility within which such public campaigns operate. Moving
into the present, I trace the ways in which a campaign against professors,

their scholarship, and the question ofacademic freedom has morphed into a

much broader attack on free speech itself: today student groups face sus¬

tained campaigns to silence their activism on the question of Palestine. I ex¬

plore the terms—the facts, the affects—through which particular persons

or groups of persons are interpellated as subjects to whom such Zionist-

activist campaigns speak. And I ask: Who are the publics brought into

being through this work of interpellation? And how and why might these

campaigns resonate?
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The Book

Facts on the Ground examines the significance of archaeology to the Israeli

state and society, the role the discipline played in the formation and enact¬

ment of the state’s settler-national historical imaginary and in the substantia¬

tion of its territorial claims. It focuses on select archaeological projects that

formed the foundations and cultural contours of settler nationhood (1880s
through 1950s) and that facilitated its territorial extension, appropriation,

and gradual reconfiguration following the 1967 war. These same archaeologi¬

cal research projects, I argue, were simultaneously fundamental to the work of

building the discipline of Israeli archaeology, to demarcating its central research

agendas, and to crystallizing the discipline’s paradigms of argumentation and

practice. Looking at Israeli state formation through the lens of archaeology—
as scholarly discipline, as cultural and political practice—I demonstrate the

particular form that Jewish settler nationhood took and specific struggles it

faced as it emerged ever more powerfully in Palestine and Israel.

Palestine and Israel, the colony and the metropole, were and are the same

place, the former rapidly and repeatedly transformed into a cultural and histori¬

cal space to which Jewish setders would lay national claim and over which they

would assert sovereign ownership. Archaeology’s centrality to Jewish settler-

nationhood can be understood best in relation to its continual assertion and

repeated enactment of that national claim through its very work. Positioned

squarely within a literature in the history and philosophy ofscience, Facts on the

Ground analyzes the epistemological practices, historical arguments, and mate¬

rial artifacts and landscapes through which the truth of the historic Jewish
claim to Palestine was made visible and demonstrable. (For example, I do close

readings of the evidentiary terrain of the Israelite settlement debate in the 1950s
and I examine the work ofexcavating and rebuilding the Old City ofJerusalem
in the post-1967 period.) Rather than reading Israeli archaeology as simply a

handmaiden of Zionist ideology, I elaborate the ways in which settler-national

ideology and archaeological and historical practice met and informed one

another on shared epistemological ground—that is, on the ground of a shared

commitment to a culture of fact (geographic, historic, biblical, material).

The Controversy

The petition was not the start of the campaign against my tenure. The cam¬

paign had begun well over a year before. In May 2006, not long after my

department’s decision to put me up for tenure was sent to the Barnard College
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provost’s office, an article appeared on the History News Network website. A

mother-daughter team, both Barnard alumnae and neither of whom I had

ever met or taught, wrote a review ofmy book. They began by equating me to

a magician’s assistant: “You know, the girl who stands on the stage looking so

good that you watch her and miss the sleight of hand that lets the magician
make a rabbit vanish into thin air.” The rabbit that I make disappear is the

very facts of Zionist claims to Palestine, “archaeological evidence of an an¬

cient Jewish presence in the land [that] constitutes a compelling claim to

Jewish indigeneity .”
1 According to Diana Muir and Avigail Applebaum, the

book’s sleight of hand operates through its theoretical-qua-epistemological
commitments: taking a quotation entirely out of context, they argue that the

book is written “within a scholarly tradition that ‘reject(s) a positivist commit¬

ment to scientific methods...’ and is ‘rooted in ... post structuralism, philo¬
sophical critiques of foundationalism, Marxism and critical theory... developed
in response to specific postcolonial political movements .’”

2 Grounded in

the repeated charge of the book’s being mired in “post-modern theory” (and

for the two authors, it really is a charge) and the argument that I reduce Zion¬

ist claims to the land to the status of “mere myth” (meaning unabashed fabrica¬

tion), the mother-daughter team refute what they understand to be the book’s

major historical claims and reveal its purported political intent. Rather than

rehearse their polemic here, I want to consider more generally the contexts

within which Muir and Applebaum’s reading had traction and the polemics

into which the book was cast.

Criticisms o iFacts on the Ground and the broader opposition to my tenure

rotated around a series of accusations: about competence (Did I know He¬

brew? Had I spent any time in Israel? Did I know anything about archaeol¬

ogy?) and about bias (Was the book nothing more than an ideological assault?

Can a Palestinian really write about Israel?). But those criticisms were also the

tip of a much larger iceberg. Critical reviews and the Zionist campaign more

broadly spoke a language of critique and accusation characteristic of much

longer-term battles within and over the academy; twenty-plus years after the

culture wars of the 1980s and a decade after the science wars of the 1990s
acrimonious arguments over the canon versus postpositivist epistemological

commitments, about postcolonial theory, identity politics, and scholarly au¬

thority had deep roots in the United States, inside the academy and beyond

it. As Jonathan Cole argues, “The attack on free inquiry has been a feature of

the culture wars for decades. The advocacy groups surrounding these efforts

have long had the resources to lobby government figures, and to organize
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alumni and students, with the goal ofgenerating public outrage and eventual

pressure on the university to abandon some of its basic commitments.” Cole

notes, however, that there was something distinct about attacks on the acad¬

emy during the George W. Bush administration: those groups now had “a

powerful voice in the White House.” Moreover, following the 9/n attacks

“the ranks of their followers swelled.” 3 As external pressure rose on the right
of the public—and politicians'*—to adjudicate hiring and tenure cases, aca¬

demic freedom came under increasing assault. The post-9/ 11 campaigns against

specific faculty members notwithstanding, this was not a political project

aimed at individuals per se. Cole insists. It was an assault on the whole struc¬

ture of the university and on its very commitment that the authority to “es¬

tablish what is or is not valued or labeled as ‘high quality work’
”
resides with

the professoriate, not with the administration or outside groups.
3

In the post-9/11 period the question of Palestine was at the vortex of the

culture wars, now reconfigured around the threat of (Islamic) terror and the

U.S. war on it. Facts on the Ground is a book about Palestine and Israel, a con¬

flict understood to harbor its own (Muslim) terrorists.
6 But in terms ofwhat

it signaled in the latest culture wars, it was about much more than that: it is a

book squarely situated within the legacy ofpostcolonial studies and, to boot,

one that takes its inspiration from a critical literature on the history and phi¬

losophy of science.
7 As such Facts on the Ground was the perfect object to be

pulled into that post-9/11 storm. In Edward Said’s terms it emerged as an

“event,” “part of the social world” in that time and place because it brought

together a series of issues—political, epistemological, cultural—that spoke to

culture wars, old and new. 8 To quote James R. Russell, a professor of Arme¬

nian Studies at Harvard University, “Facts on the Ground fits firmly into the

postmodern academic genre, in which facts and evidence are subordinate to,

and mediated by, a ‘discourse.’ There is no right or wrong answer, just competi¬

tive discourses.” With Said as its father figure, not just Middle East Studies but

“other branches of the humanities” as well have “fallen prey to ideology,” Rus¬

sell continues.9 Aren Maeir likewise argues, “This book is a highly ideologically

driven political manifesto, with a glaring lack ofattention to details and to the

broader context. In part, this perspective can be explained as the product of a

postmodern/postcolonial deconstructionist approach to the social sciences.”

(The other part is my hostility to the Israeli state.)
10

As an anthropological text, however, there were also more specific prob¬

lems that Facts on the Ground posed. According to Alexander Joffe, a biblical

archaeologist and neoconservative Zionist activist, “The lack of comparison
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is the final, and fatal flaw, since it means the reader must rely on the total im¬

mersion experience of the author, and her observer-dependent conclusions , in¬

cluding her political agenda .”
11More bluntly Maeir writes, “Throughout the

book she repeatedly quotes anonymous archaeologists to support her conten¬

tions. Although it might be claimed that she does this to ‘protect’ her sources,

one wonders whether the real purpose is to protect the verifiability of these

statements .” 12With a “counterpolitics [that] is explicitly Palestinian,” writes

Joffe, and “without that even quavering aspiration to self regulation, objectiv¬

ity, and truth, however vague and elusive these may be,” Facts on the Ground is

written from within a “Marcuse-Said-Foucault tradition,” a tradition of“celeb¬

rity provocateurs,” and that leaves uswith “results [that] may be dark indeed .”
13

The unreliability of the postcolonial intellectual—the Palestinian 14—converges
here with a distrust of ethnographic methods to produce a profound state of

suspicion: Was I just making things up? How could we possibly know ? If as
Steven Shapin and Simon Shaffer have argued in Leviathan and the Air-

Pump , only “gentlemen” were considered “reliable witnesses” to the experi¬

mental method in early modern science, for my critics a Palestinian scholar

doing ethnographic research on Israeli society is an unreliable witness prima

facie .15

The Conditions of Possibility

Following the attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon in Septem¬

ber 2001, U.S. society experienced a radical shift to the right—a shift in which

the specter of the threatening Arab or Muslim terrorist loomed large in the

national imaginary. But in providing a genealogy of the Zionist activist cam¬

paigns that targeted scholars of the Middle East in the early 2000s one needs

to begin before that fateful day. Of course there is a long history in the United
States oforganized efforts to silence critical speech on Israel and Palestine. As

documented by Zachary Lockman, beginning in the 1980s both the Ameri¬

can Israel Public Affairs Committee and the Anti-Defamation League of

B’nai B’rith “compiled and circulated material accusing various scholars of

being anti-Israel propagandists and pro-Arab apologists.” They produced

“blacklists” of scholars, and “there is evidence that efforts were also made to

try to prevent otherwise qualified scholars (some of them Jews) from securing
academic positions because they were deemed critical of Israeli policies.” 16

The attacks on Said, including the death threats that he faced for decades, are

but the most prominent examples of such attempts at public defamation and

intimidation.
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Nevertheless the Second Intifada that began in the fall of 2000 marked an

important turning point. It produced the possibility for a reinvigorated Zion¬

ist activist campaign that targeted intellectuals critical of the Israeli state.
From my experience working and writing in the American academy, I would

argue that there was a significant shift between the time of the Oslo Accords

(signed in 1993) and the beginning of the Second Intifada. Following Oslo,

with a two-state solution presumably on the table, it became more possible to

speak critically of Israel (especially if one did not touch the question of 1948).
Why? Perhaps because there was a well-articulated discourse (a fantasy, one

might suggest) that a solution was now in the cards. Political critique emerged

as seemingly inconsequential; we could now “all” agree that the occupation

was bad and a two-state solution was in the offing; what one thought about

1948, well, perhaps it no longer mattered very much at all. In the context of a

relatively liberal discipline such as anthropology, the post-Oslo period was a

moment in which it became markedly easier to engage in critical speech about

the Israeli state. There was still significant push-back, especially if one spoke
or wrote about the foundations of Zionism and about 1948, but that push-
back was no longer characterized by the near total silencing that had once

dominated the field.

The Second Intifada shattered that “liberal opening.” Almost immediately

I faced strong and angry reactions to my work—and to my politics more gen¬

erally. How could I not unequivocally condemn Hamas? How could one

even try to explain suicide bombings? The stakes had shifted. The barriers to

critical speech were going back up. Suicide bombers targeting Tel Aviv, Haifa,

and other cities and towns brought Israeli society and even many of its most

anemic and ambivalent supporters in the United States to the point of near

hysteria. The peace movement in Israel and its counterparts in the U.S. Jewish

community fell apart; (many) liberals in the United States saw the Palestinian

resistance as monstrous. The space for speaking and writing critically about

Israel in the United States narrowed, including within liberal and left-wing

intellectual circles. Quite crucially the problem of trying to explain suicide

bombings in Tel Aviv prefigured the way discussions about Ad Qaeda and its

attack were going to unfold in the United States after 9/n.
17To explain was to

condone. To condone was to align oneself with a politics considered beyond

the pale.

If the Second Intifada marked one crucial turning point in critical speech
about the Israeli state in the academy and among the public at large, Septem¬

ber 11 sealed the deal. It blew open a space for neoconservative Jewish pundits
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and activists who had long been struggling to realign U.S. policy in the Middle

East to enter the political mainstream.
18The Israeli state and its supporters in

the United States had the perfect framework for equating the U.S. fight

against “Muslim terrorists” with their struggle against Palestinians: This is the

same fight. Israel has long been on thefront line. You now (finally) know what

we have to deal with all the time. Douglas Feith, Richard Perle, and Paul Wol-

fowitz, neoconservative Jewish thinkers and policymakers, worked hard to

align U.S. interests ever more tightly to the defense of Israel; they were power¬
ful figures in framing U.S. policy on the Middle East within the Bush admin¬

istration. 19More generally, new neoconservative Zionist groups were founded,

and they launched well-funded and vociferous public campaigns to monitor

and censor public debate on the question of Israel and Palestine in particu¬
lar, and on U.S. policy in the Middle East more generally—focusing on the

academy, where they believed anti-U.S. and anti-Israel speech and sentiment

had taken hold, especially in the field ofMiddle East Studies. To focus on two

groups most central to campaigns against professors of Palestine and Israel

and of the Middle East more broadly at the turn of the millennium, zoox

marked the founding ofboth Campus Watch and the David Project. Campus
Watch is an arm of the Middle East Forum—a neoconservative Zionist

think tank founded by Daniel Pipes in 1990—and it generated dossiers on

professors it deemed anti-American and anti-Semitic. It called upon students

to report on the content of class lectures, promoting a culture of surveillance

among Zionist activists on campus. The David Project was a major player in

the fight that unfolded at Columbia about its “teaching of” Palestine and the

Middle East in the years immediately prior to my tenure battle; it produced a

film on what they claimed to be evidence ofanti-Semitism among Columbia’s

Middle East faculty. And that film, Columbia Unbecoming, was used to make

public the presumably secret crisis of anti-Semitism on campus and to force

Columbia’s administration to respond—both internally and for the public at

large.
20 Monitoring and intervening in campus speech on Israel and Palestine

was the mandate of all such groups. Smear campaigns, accusations of anti-
Semitism, and efforts to intervene in hiring, promotion, and tenure decisions

on specific faculty were their tactics.
21

Tactics have shifted since those early post-9/11 years. No longer running

just smear campaigns, activists have also turned to the legal domain, and they

increasingly target not just professors and their writings but student groups as

well. 22 These tactical shifts speak to a changing political landscape. With the

country having pulled back from the mass hysteria of the immediate post-
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9/ii period, the “swift-boating” tactics of the U.S. right don’t play quite as
well in the public domain. Moreover, with Palestine activism on the rise on

college campuses, and with the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions move¬

ment gaining momentum and support, Zionist groups are working hard to

counter what they fear might be a tipping point in public support for the

State of Israel—at least among the young and well educated. What, then,

does this more recent work ofZionist political organizing look like ? Through
what forms of address is it extending from a challenge to academic freedom to
a challenge to free speech? With what effects?

On the Existence of an Injured Public

March 2014. As part of Israel Apartheid Week, members of the Columbia

Students for Justice in Palestine (sjp) applied for permission to hang their

banner on Barnard Hall. This is a place where for as long as anyone can re¬

member student groups have hung banners advertising student events. SJP

hung their banner late on a Monday afternoon. Almost immediately the head

of Columbia Hillel put out a call on Hillel’s Facebook page to contact the

Barnard administration. By allowing SJP to put their banner next to the Bar¬

nard logo, he wrote, the college was endorsing their politics. And that politics

was anti-Semitic: the sjp logo was superimposed over a silhouette of the map
of all of Palestine. 23 Within a few hours the president’s office was inundated

with hundreds of calls and emails from students and their parents, demand¬

ing the sign be taken down. By eight o’clock the next morning the sign was

gone. The president apologized to the Hillel students, and the sjp was left out

in the cold. The administration was worried about having “offended” Jewish

students on an issue that “we all know,” I was told, is “very difficult and sensi¬

tive” on college campuses. (After much negotiation Barnard’s president hosted

an event with SJP in the fall of2014 as away to make them feel more supported

by the college and the community.)

September 2014. President Roderick J. McDavis of Ohio University chal¬

lenged the newly elected Student Senate president, Megan Marzec, to take

the “ice bucket challenge,” that is
,

to dump a bucket of ice water over her head

in order to raise awareness about ALS. Instead she chose to perform her own

rendition of the Palestinian activist version of the ice bucket challenge. Rather

than taking the “rubble bucket challenge,” she poured fake blood over her

head. As part of this politics as theater she recorded her own performance,

duringwhich she said, “I’m urgingyou and Ohio University to divest and cut

all ties with academic and other Israeli institutions and businesses.... This
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bucket of blood symbolizes the thousands of displaced and murdered Pales¬

tinians, atrocities which OU is directly complicit in through cultural and eco¬

nomic support of the Israeli state.” 24 The Student Senate’s Twitter account

condemned her almost immediately, and the campus group Bobcats of Israel

and the Jewish Fraternity Alpha Epsilon Pi called for her resignation. The

president of OU delivered a speech on civility: “I take great pride in the fact

that Ohio University is a community that tackles hard issues head-on. The

conflict in Israel and Gaza is no exception. But the manner in which we conduct

ourselves as we exercise our right to free speech is of utmost importance....
When we engage in difficult dialogue on issues such as this, wemust do so with

civility and a deep appreciation for the diverse and resilient international com¬

munity in which we live.”
26

August 2014. During the Gaza War in July 2.014 Stephen Salaita, a scholar

of Indigenous Studies who had recently accepted a position as associate pro¬
fessor in the American Indian Studies Program at the University of Illinois—

Urbana Champaign, tweeted a series of critical remarks about the Israeli as¬

sault and about Israel’s prime minister. In response to those tweets, and in the

name of “civility,” the provost ofUIUC rescinded the job offer to Salaita, who

had already resigned his job at Virginia Tech and moved his family halfway

across the country.

What drives these kinds of administrative interventions into critical schol¬

arship, speech, and political activism on the question of Palestine on university

and college campuses today? The most obvious answer, and not an inaccurate

one for being obvious, is donor money. Donors had threatened to discon¬

tinue contributing to the University of Illinois. 26 During the height of attacks

on my colleagues and me at Barnard and Columbia donors threatened to

never again give money to either institution. Did the defense of academic free¬

dom trump the risk of losing donor money? That was the question the presi¬

dents of Barnard College and Columbia University faced.

Nevertheless far more is going on here than a simple financial calculus.

What is the language in and through which donor money speaks 1 If instances of
senior university administrators silencing critical scholarship and speech

on the Israeli state are not merely cynical gestures of caving to donor pressure,
what is the political imaginary in which it might make sense to shut down

certain kinds of speech acts? Here enters a particular liberal sensibility, the

appeal to which characterizes many a university response of late: civility.
The president ofOhio University is not alone in invoking the importance
ofcivility in discussions of Israel and Palestine on college campuses. But what
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is civility ? And what constitutes evidence of incivility? Let me turn the clock
back a few years and discuss an interview that Nicholas Dirks, then incoming

chancellor of the University of California at Berkeley, gave to the Berkeley
News Center in 2012. An anthropologist and former vice president and dean
of the faculty at Columbia University, Dirks produced a retrospective ac¬
count of the so-called controversy involving Middle East Studies faculty that
had rocked Columbia’s campus nearly a decade before. The interviewer stated,

“Floating around the Internet is a claim that at some point in your past...

you signed a petition for Columbia to divest in all things Israel.” He then

asked the chancellor-designate to clarify his role. And let us be clear: this was

not a question; it was a demand. If you want to be a powerful public figure,
the interviewer effectively said to Dirks, distance yourself from that petition.

And Dirks did just that. He never signed the petition, he told the interviewer.

He somehow “found” his name on it and asked that it be removed. 27

But Dirks said a lot more than that. He offered a description ofColumbia
in 2002, a time in which faculty members such as Joseph Massad, Rashid

Khalidi, and Hamid Dabashi were under attack by Campus Watch and the

David Project and, a few years later in the case ofKhalidi, also by the chancel¬

lor of the New York public schools. 28 And in his account he made a specific
claim. Flying in the face of the final report ofan internal committee that Dirks

himself had convened to investigate claims ofanti-Semitism and the intimida¬

tion of Jewish students by faculty at Columbia’s Department of Middle East¬

ern Languages and Cultures, Dirks said, “It seemed very difficult for some

[Jewish] students to find safe spaces in which to talk about Israel where they

didn’tfeel that the basic context in which they found themselves wasn’t hugely

not just anti-Israel, but by implication, anti-Jewish and anti-Semitic.”
29

The “safety,” the “feelings” of Jewish students in an allegedly anti-Semitic

atmosphere—those were the terms the David Project and Campus Watch

had used to campaign against professors ofMiddle East Studies at Columbia

in the early 2000s. While their campaigns ultimately failed at Columbia, 30

by the latter part of the decade that tactic was being taken to state legislatures
and to the courts. Instead of (just) trying faculty in the public court of appeal,
activists turned to antidiscrimination statutes that were designed to protect

racial minorities and women in the U.S. educational system. Anti-Semitism

constituted discrimination against Jewish students and thus could be adjudi¬

cated through the law. In fact, on moving to Berkeley in the summer of 2013,

Dirks was walking into a situation in which the California State Assembly

had passed a bill that equated the defense of Palestinian rights and criticism
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of the state of Israel with anti-Semitism. Moreover he was taking over a cam¬

pus under investigation for violations of the antidiscrimination statutes of

Title VI.31 Complaints filed by Israel advocacy organizations in 2.011 alleged
that Palestine activism and scholarly lectures critical of Israeli policy created an

anti-Semitic, hostile climate for Jewish students. Legal cases filed in the name

of “defending Jewish students” have all since failed, dismissed as groundless.
32

But the story does not end there.

Enter civility. As Ali Abunimah has argued, while “the strategy ... so far
failed at the legal level, it is succeeding with university administrations, who

are rushing to issue ‘civility’ statements explicitly or implicitly targeting utter-

ers of speech critical of Israel.” 33 In September 1014, on the occasion of UC

Berkeley’s celebration of the free speech movement and the return of students

to campus for the new academic year, Dirks issued a public call for civility.

“We can only exercise our right to free speech,” he wrote, “insofar as wefeel

safe and respected in doing so, and this in turn requires that people treat each

other with civility .”
34 And Dirks is not alone: charges of incivility, together

with calls for civility, are aimed at Students for Justice in Palestine organ¬

izations countrywide, and the UIUC is not giving Salaita his job back—even

though, as a group of civil rights organizations declared in a letter to univer¬

sity administrations, there is no “civility” exception to free speech.
3’

But I want to shift this conversation away from the question of free speech
and onto the meaning—or signs—of in/civility in such contexts. In his de¬

fense of the U.S. university Cole insists on the importance of civility, writing
that a “basic commitment to civility and professional responsibility is part of

the code of conduct at Columbia and at every other major American research

university.” But civility' has nothing to do with comfort, Cole says. It has noth¬

ing to do with avoiding difficult topics, with making sure everyone feels emo¬

tionally safe. “Great universities,” Cole writes, “are designed to be unsettling.

They challenge orthodoxies and dogmas as well as social values and public

policies.” “In this process,” he continues, “students and professors may some¬

times feel intimidated, overwhelmed, and confused. But it is by working

through this process that they learn to think better and more clearly for

themselves .” 36

In the public domain today—and more specifically in relation to critical

scholarship and speech on Israel and Palestine—the call for civility is being

harnessed for very different ends. What does it mean to say that one (or certain

people) can speak critically only ifone makes sure that othersfeel safel That one
can learn—these are universities we are speaking about, after all—only if one
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feels comfortable, il one is not challenged in anyway that might be disturbing
to one’s core values, commitments, beliefs? We are not talking about physical

violence; no bodily threats have been documented or punished. We are talking

about speech that apparently leaves onefeeling upset, il
l

at ease, “unsafe.”

What kinds ofpublics and subjects are being interpellated b
y such calls for

civility—through accusations of anti-Semitism, of making Jewish students
feel unsafe? The call for needing to make sure “Jewish students” feel safe and

its implications for education as a critical and challenging project resonates

with other demands being made on (some) college campuses. Take the call for

trigger warnings on class syllabi. In March Z015 the student union at UC Santa

Barbara passed a nonbinding resolution calling for warnings to be added to

any assignments that might “elicit feelings of emotional or physical distress.”

Oberlin College issued the following guidelines to its faculty: “Triggers are

not only relevant to sexual misconduct but also to anything that might cause

trauma. Be aware of racism, classism, sexism, heterosexism, cissexism, ableism

and other issues ofprivilege and oppression. Realize that all forms ofviolence

are traumatic.” According to the Los Angeles Times, Oberlin’s instructions to

faculty listed Chinua Achebe’s novel Things Fall Apart “as one possible ‘trig¬

ger’ book because of its themes of colonialism, racism, religious prejudice and
”37more.

We can dismiss this as the effect of an overly coddled generation, as have

some. Or of political correctness gone awry, as other critics have said. But

perhaps the problem runs much deeper: trigger warnings, calls for civility, ad¬

ministration policies driven by the claim that students feel unsafe—rather than

that they might actually he unsafe—is symptomatic of a political imaginary

that resonates among many publics in the United States today.

In his book The Shape o
fthe Signifier, Walter Benn Michaels writes critically

about a politics rooted in a conception of (and commitment to) difference
rather than disagreement. This is a form of politics, he argues, that emerged in

the United States after the fall of the Soviet Union. Michaels maps what he

sees as a shift in understandings of history and politics in the post-cold war

era: the posthistoricists (whether of the left or right, Michaels insists) see a

world divided not by ideology but b
y cultures. Moving from the question of

culture to that of subject positions, Michaels argues that we have come to

speak from the position ofwho we are rather than what wemight think?*

The question of speaking from subject positions that are always already
constituted is key to the political imaginary within which all this talk of feel¬

ings, safety, and civility appears and operates. Such speech is addressed to and
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works through publics imagined as structured around identities that can be

injured and (only some of) which we must protect through “respect”—by

limiting certain kinds of presumably inherently injurious speech.
But there is also a more specific story here. These subject positions, more

accurately, some of these subject positions are saturated with what Joseph
Masco has identified as a contemporary U.S. sensibility of ongoing, prolifer¬

ating, and anticipatory danger and threat. In Theater ofOperations, Masco

elaborates the “national security affect” that structures anticipation politics

and citizenship in the contemporary United States. Ours is a society orga¬

nized around the anticipation of risk and by the infrastructures (including
affective infrastructures) that ground and enable the War on Terror. This war

operates in a world of endlessly proliferating and shifting “anticipatory dan¬

gers.” Take the domain of biosecurity: even though the number of casualties

that have resulted from bioterrorism is statistically insignificant (seven hun¬

dred injured by a salmonella attack in Oregon in 1984 and five by anthrax in

1001), it is a threat that preoccupies the political imaginary of the national

security state. “The U.S. biosecurity project,” Masco argues, relies on “a post-

statistical mode of thinking... that makes strategic calculations about poten¬
tial catastrophic threats and then mobilizes state resources against them as if
they were confirmed events.” Biosecurity posits hypothetical dangers (viruses,

weapons ofmass destruction) through which fear—an ongoing and proliferat¬

ing affective etnergency—is brought into being. And not only is that affective

emergency essential to—not only is it constitutive of— the U.S. nation-state and

its contemporary operations of power; so too does it have to be made. “The

counterterror state, like the counter-communist state before it, attempts to

install through domestic affective recruitments a new perception of everyday
life that is unassailable.” ,9

Masco’s insights are helpful for making sense of all this talk of civility as it

is elicited by and aimed at critical speech on Israel in the U.S. academy. Con¬

trary to what many university administrations have assumed in responding to

attacks on professors and students critical of the Israeli state, it is not simply
that there is a public out there composed of the offended, the uncomfort¬
able, or even the afraid Jewish student to which the administration must be

sensitive, whom it must protect. That public was and is interpellated by well-

funded organizations and centralized campaigns. That “Jewish public” is

brought into being (to the extent that it is
)

b
y calls to respond urgently to the

“existential threat” to Israel, to the rise of anti-Semitism on college campuses
and elsewhere—to “post-statistical risks” that, through their constant itera-
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tion, through training fellowships by Hasbara, through Birthright trips to

Israel are produced as ifthey were real. And that is generating an affective
politics—of unease, of being out of place, of fear—to which university ad¬
ministrations must now urgently respond. Zionist organizations proliferate

risks. They testify to and circulate signs of anti-Semitism that seem to be

everywhere, on the rise, all the time. And they name the forms anti-Semitism

takes, just in case we don’t already know. The Amcha Initiative’s website lists

the following three forms of anti-Semitism on U.S. campuses, among others:

delegitimizing Israel, holding Israel to a higher standard, and promoting Boy¬

cott, Divestment, and Sanctions against Israel. Amcha, Campus Watch, the

Louis D. Brandeis Center for Human Rights under Law—theirs is an urgent

call to action, an affective emergency in the making.
41 And that affective

emergency has been and is being made in and through the law.

On September 13, 2004, Kenneth L. Marcus, Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Enforcement, delegated the authority of the Assistant Secretary for Civil

Rights, issued a public memo on the problem ofdiscrimination in education:

“On the seventeenth day ofSeptember, wewill observe Constitution Day....
It is appropriate, as we approach this day of education and remembrance, to

address the protections that we receive through the Constitution and laws of

the United States. On this occasion, I would like to address the right of all

students, including students of faith, to be free from discrimination in our

schools and colleges under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VI)
and Title IX of the Education Amendments Act of 1972 (Title IX).” 42

The memo clarified, “The Office for Civil Rights (ocr) of the U.S. Depart¬
ment ofEducation (the Department) ensures compliance by recipients of the

Department’s financial assistance with federal laws prohibiting discrimination

on the basis of race, national origin, sex, disability, or age.” Protecting against
discrimination on the grounds of religion, however, falls to other agencies, in¬

cluding the Department of Justice. Nevertheless the “ocr does aggressively
enforce Title VI, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race or na¬

tional origin, and Title IX, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of

sex. In OCRs experience, some cases ofreligious discrimination may also involve

racial, ethnic or sex discrimination” (emphasis added).
43 What comes next is

striking. In the wake of the September 11 attacks, Marcus reports, “ocr has

received complaints of race or national origin harassment commingled with

aspects of religious discrimination against Arab Muslim, Sikh, and Jewish
students.” Arab Muslim and Sikh students—we all know of the racist acts

against Muslims and Sikhs that emerged after the September 11 attacks. That
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makes sense. Against Jewish students? It is not clear to me whether or how

that would have come to pass, what the connection to September n could

possibly have been. It is not clear to me whether or not his claim is even true,

whether or not such reports could possibly have risen to a level in any way

comparable to what Muslims and Sikhs (by way of “mistaken identification”)
suffered in the aftermath of 9/11. But perhaps in our post-statistical political

imaginary in which risk and terror and the war on it operate, numbers matter

not at all. What I do understand is what the effects of Marcus’s work at the

Office ofCivil Rights have been.

As staff director at the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Marcus was

appointed Assistant Secretary of Education for Civil Rights. He used that

power to have Jews designated as a race who would thereby be entitled to pro¬

tection under both Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the
Educational Amendments Act of 1971. And in his subsequent role as founder,

president, and general counsel of the Brandeis Center for Human Rights

under Law, he has been one of the prime movers of legal and legislative fights

against critical speech on Israel in the academy. Marcus has helped to spear¬

head attacks on Title VI (of the Higher Education Act) funding for Middle
East Centers deemed “biased” against Israel and legal suits brought under the

provisions of Title VI (of the Civil Rights Act of 1964) and Title IX to pro¬
tect Jewish students from a seemingly spiraling epidemic of anti-Semitism on

U.S. college campuses.
44 The affective, legal, and rhetorical infrastructure of

the ever expanding counterattack on Palestinian and other critics of the Is¬

raeli state are firmly in place even as they incite—and require—continuous

reiteration.

Conclusion

Let me close by returning to the campaign against my tenure and, more gen¬

erally, to the question of how one might want to think about scholarship—
and not just free speech—in relation to political campaigns of this sort. The

antitenure campaign was never really about me. At the most obvious level it

wasn’t about me because I was but one in a series of targets ofZionist political
activism around the country. Moreover it wasn’t about me because I didn’t

recognize myself in the representations that emerged in the public domain.

Being a public figure of any sort must involve some kind of dissimulation of

one’s “real” self, but in this case it was a whole other person and certainly not

my own voice or speech circulating in the public domain. As a specter of the
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Palestinian, Arab, Muslim (and sometimes “inauthentic” because Christian

Palestinian) scholar and her increasing presence and power in the United

States and its academy,
45 or more generally as a specter of the postcolonial

intellectual taking over “our” universities, “I” was circulating as but a sign in

a renewed culture war in which, during the post-9/11 period, the question of
Palestine stood center stage.

What about my scholarship? How do we think public ethnography vis-a-

vis forms ofmisunderstanding, denial, ignorance, and criticism that seem to

be deliberate misrepresentations of scholarly work? There were those who

gladly proclaimed they had never read my book. (For example, the Barnard

graduate-cum-settler admitted never having read the book when interviewed

by Jane Kramer of the New Yorker .)
4S And there were those who, had they

actually read the book, could not possibly have concluded what they did:

(former) colleagues ofmine, writers of scholarly reviews and journalistic ren¬

ditions of the argument(s) that were either deliberate misreadings or signs of

stunning intellectual incompetence. Let me be clear: these were individuals

who would have disagreed with my arguments even if they had engaged and
understood them. But they had not read the book. And in a context in which

one’s work is overpoliticized in the crudest of terms—that is, in which one’s

work is dragged into a polemic as a sign ofpolitical bias or intellectual fashion

or as evidence of a tainted and unreliable witness (the wrong kind ofSubject),
how does one respond ? Can one respond ? Should one respond ? For that matter,

how does one write the next book?

I chose not to respond publicly. But it was not because I was worried about

going public during a tenure decision. It was because I recognized that this

wasn’t a fight that was going to be won by me. More specifically this wasn’t a

fight that was going to be adjudicated on the basis of facts: Did I know He¬

brew? Did I do more than two weeks of fieldwork? What was my position on

the existence or nonexistence of ancient Israelites ? What did I actually say
about Palestinian demonstrators who destroyed Joseph’s tomb ?47 This was a

public argument about more fundamental ethical and political positions and

divisions in the United States: it was about the value of free speech and intel¬

lectual debate; about academic freedom and the autonomy of universities;

about who would be recognized as having the authority or right to speak

and about what or whom in U.S. universities and beyond; about U.S. policy in

the Middle East, quite centrally during the raging war in Iraq; and about

the ethical and political responsibility of U.S. citizens vis-a-vis their state’s
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increasingly voracious imperial reach. Had I chosen to intervene I would not

have been heard. And perhaps that is as it must be.

Ian Hacking has felicitously described scientific objects that emerge from

experimental work as (sometimes) acquiring a life of their own .
48 That is what

happened to Facts on the Ground. My authorship mattered only to the extent

that it was seen to speak to the kind of Subject I was, and thus the kind of

politics that from some perspectives seamlessly emerged from that essential

Self. II it came to circulate as “public ethnography,” it was not because of a

choice I made. And maybe that is more common than one might suspect.

Public ethnography—in the sense of scholarship that enters into public de¬

bate, that helps to frame political arguments in the public domain—may

emerge and perhaps sometimes most powerfully from writings taken up for

various reasons, at various moments, and in various ways by particular publics

and counterpublics for reasons of their own. In other words, our public inter¬

ventions may well be born of the seemingly surreptitious “worldliness” of the

texts we write—at a particular time and in a particular place .49

Notes

1 Muir and Applebaum 2007. This review first appeared in the summer of 2006. The

only online version I can find now was one reprinted by the History News Network

in 2007.

2 This quotation is taken from the introductory chapter. It is a description of the

work of reflexive archaeologists approaching their own discipline critically, from

within specific frameworks that they name as such. In other words, those are their

epistemological and theoretical commitments, not mine (Abu El-Haj 2001: 8-9).

3 Cole 2009: 368-69.

4 During a teach-in on Columbia University’s campus in the spring of 2003, for ex¬

ample, Nicholas de Genova, an assistant professor of anthropology, stated that he

wanted to see “a million Mogadishus.” His comment hit the airwaves, and both

he and Columbia came under serious scrutiny. According to Cole (2009: 370), Lee

Bollinger, the university’s president, “received a letter from 104 Republican mem¬

bers of the House of Representatives asking that Professor de Genova be fired.” See

also Chatterjee and Maira 2014.

5 Cole 2009: 383. As Cole explains, the notion of academic freedom defines the very

“employment relationship between professors and universities,” putting in profes¬

sors’ hands the power and authority to evaluate scholarship and thus to “determine

standards for hiring and promotion” (383). Cole argues that in the post-9/11 period

many an academic has failed to tmderstand the extent of the assault on the “Ameri¬

can university.” By focusing on the “effects of the repression on individuals rather
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than its effects on the institution” we may be missing the larger and more dangerous

picture. For an extended discussion, see Cole 2009: chapter 12.

6 On the decades-long history of reframing the Palestinian resistance as a terrorist
movement, which converges with the question of radical Islam in the wake of the

Iranian Revolution and the bombing of the U.S. marine barracks and embassy in

Lebanon in 1982, see Lockman 2010. It is worth noting, as Lockman shows, that

Benjamin Netanyahu played a key role in that transformation, as a think tank pun¬
dit, long before he was prime minister of Israel.

7 For an extensive discussion ofmy postcolonial, postmodern (they tend to be read as

the same thing) and science studies commitments, see especially Joffe 2005.

8 Said 1983: 4.

9 Russell 2007.

10 Maeir 2004: 523-24. For similar arguments, see Joffe 2005; Muir and Applebaum

2007. For a somewhat different twist, see Lassner 2003.

11 Joffe 2005: 302, emphasis added. At the time his review was published in the Jour¬
nal ofNear Eastern Studies , Joffe was the director of Campus Watch, an arm of a

right-wing Zionist think tank that I discuss below. Fie later became research direc¬

tor of the David Project, a key organization in the attack on Columbia University
and its teaching of the Middle East, which I also discuss below.

12 Maeir 2004: 523.

13 Joffe 2005: 302-3.

14 It is worth emphasizing that I never wrote or spoke as a Palestinian. During the

campaign critics both produced my identity as “a Palestinian” scholar and then

argued over it: Was it a genuine claim? Was I really a Christian (and by implication,

inauthentic) ?Who is a Palestinian anyway?

15 Shapin and Shaffer 1985.

16 Lockman 2010: 254.

17 In making that parallel here I want to be clear that I am not equating the two move¬

ments. Al Qaeda and the various Palestinian factions that engaged in suicide bombing
are radically different kinds of political movements, rooted in very different politi¬

cal visions, desires, and demands.

18 See Lockman 2010: 247-73.

19 For a discussion of Perle and Wolfowitz, see Lockman 2010: chapter 7. See also

Beinin 2003. As discussed by Lockman and by Beinin, Perle and Wolfowitz, to¬

gether with Douglas Feith, laid the groundwork for a rightward shift in U.S. policy

toward Israel and the Middle East decades earlier through their work in the world

of think tanks as well as in government posts. From 2001 to 2005 Wolfowitz served

as deputy secretary of defense. Perle served on the Defense Policy Board Advisory

Committee from 1987 to 2004, including as chairman in 2001. He is widely consid¬

ered to have been a key architect of the 2003 invasion of Iraq. Feith was undersecre¬

tary of defense for policy from 2001 to 2005.

20 For a discussion of the David Project, the film, and what transpired at Columbia,

see Kramer 2008; Cole 2009.
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21 David Horowitz’s Freedom Center was the third most powerful wheel in this work.

For a discussion of Horowitz and his campaign, see Harter 2008. For an insightful

discussion of accusations of anti-Semitism as a political tactic, see Butler 2003.

22 One of the most recent efforts to blacklist activists on the question of Palestine

emerged in May 2015. See Nathan-Kazis 2015.

23 It is worth noting that when Columbia Hillel uses maps of Israel, they don’t exclude

East Jerusalem, the West Bank, or Gaza, or the Golan Heights.

24 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJSmrgSOc40.

25 https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2014/09/ 16/ohio-u-debate-intensifies

-over-anti-israel-twist-ice-bucket-challenge-and-4-arrests.

26 See de Garennes 2014. The University of Illinois released the email exchanges be¬

tween administrators and donors in response to a request for the information filed

under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act.

27 Berkeley News 2012.

28 See Lockman 2010: 269.

29 Berkeley News 2012, emphasis added. The committee that Dirks appointed to in¬

vestigate the allegations raised by the David Project and its film found no evi¬

dence to support accusations of either anti-Semitism or the intimidation of Jewish
students.

30 Joseph Massad and I were granted tenure by Columbia, although Massad’s battle, in

contrast to mine, went on for years.

31 Title VI came into force as part of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. “It prohibits dis¬

crimination on the basis of race, color, and national origin in programs and activi¬

ties receiving federal financial assistance,” and insofar as educational institutions

receive federal assistance, they are subject to the statute and can be sued on its basis.

See U.S. Department of Justice 1964; U.S. Department of Education, Office for

Civil Rights n.d. There is a second Title VI of the Higher Education Act that funds

area studies programs, including Middle East Studies programs, first established

during the Cold War.

32 Berkeley was not the only institution to face such charges. A complaint against
Santa Cruz was filed in 2011, and uc Irvine in 2007. For extensive documentation

of the cases, see the website of Palestine Legal, palestinelegalsupport.org/.

33 Abunimah 2014.

34 Reclaim UC 2014.

35 Palestine Legal 2014.

36 Cole 2009: 377.

37 Los Angeles Times 2014. For a discussion of the call for “safe spaces” on campuses
more generally, see Shulevitz 2015.

38 I do not sign onto his wholesale dismissal of poststructuralist theory and politics.

Nevertheless I think Michaels’s critique here captures one powerful strand of

politics that has emerged from within that turn. For a trenchant albeit far more

sympathetic critique of the Emits of identity poEtics, see Brown 1995.

39 Masco 2014:163, 7.
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40 Hasbara refers to the public relations (propaganda) work of the Israeli government;
one of the things they do is train Jewish American college students to counter criti¬

cisms of Israel on university campuses. Birthright is an organization that offers free

trips to Israel for young American Jews with a view toward deepening their connec¬

tion to and support for the Jewish state.

41 See the Amcha website, http://www.amchainitiative.org/; the Brandeis Center web¬

site, http://brandeiscenter.com/; the Campus Watch website, http://www.campus

-watch.org/. For recent articles on the presumed problem of anti-Semitism on col¬

lege campuses, see also the following articles published in the New York Times: Na-

gourney 2015; Medina and Lewin 2015.

42 Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights 2004.

43 He is referring to Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 that prohibited
discrimination on the basis of sex in any educational program or activity funded by
the federal government. See U.S. Department of Labor 1972.

44 For attacks on Title VI (of the Higher Education Act) funding for Middle East
Studies in the post 9/11 period, see Lockman 2010: chapter 7. For legal cases against

student activists on university campuses, see note 32. See also Abu El-Haj 2005:
549-50; Wolf 2014.

45 See, for example, the BBC radio documentary on David Horowitz’s work on soft

jihad (Harter 2008). For an extensive discussion of my tenure case, see Kramer

2008.

46 Kramer 2008. There was also an extensive email exchange between a member of

Columbia’s History Department and a reporter for Jeivish Week about my book,

which the reporter forwarded to me as a more “reasonable” discussion of the

matter. The exchange begins with the professor, who the reporter did not identify,

saying, “I have never actually read the book, but what I hear from a colleague ...”

This purported scholar then proceeded to engage in a long explication of the argu¬
ment, my credentials, and why neither of them stood up.

47 These questions cover four of the most commonly asserted claims of what I wrote:

that I had spent only two weeks doing fieldwork in Israel; that I did not know He¬

brew; that I denied the existence of ancient Israelites (a presumably anti-Semitic

position, by definition); and that I justified the destruction of Joseph’s Tomb by

Palestinian demonstrators in Nablus in 2000.

48 Hacking 1983.

49 Said 1983: 549.
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